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        Description

        Detailed Specs

      
          Use, Care & Warranty

      
    

  

  
    
      
        


    
        
            Call us for Best Deal
(877) 554-8336


 
	Easy to use, so anyone can be a barista at the touch of a button
	New Pulse Extraction Process (P.E.P) brews coffee with a full, rich bouquet and delicious flavor
	12 programmable specialty cafe quality drinks quickly and accurately
	High capacity water tank, bean hopper and used coffee bin reduces downtime
	Cappuccino, latte macchiato and flat white topped with fine foam at the touch of a button
	Quiet and perfect for offices, galleries, boutiques and other upscale shops
	Available high capacity smart water filtration
	New Fine Foam automatic milk frothing and steaming
	Swiss design and engineering, assembled in Portugal.
	Included from Jura: 1 Clearyl Smart Water Filter & 2 Cleaning Tablets
	Machine Release Date: February 2017


        

    


      

    
    
      
  
    
      
        
        
          Jura WE8 Professional Bean to Cup Coffee Center

Delight your customers, visitors, and team members with the newest upscale coffee experience from the Jura WE8 Professional. Combining the latest brewing technology with simple operation, any team member can create cafe-quality beverages with minimal training. Designed with businesses in mind who need around 30 drinks per day. Easily make specialty coffees at the touch of a button, such as latte macchiatos, flat whites, and cappuccinos, and up to 12 customizable drinks. Designed with high use in mind, a 101 oz. water tank, 17.6 oz. bean hopper and 25 cup coffee waste bin accommodates more drink with less time spent emptying. Automatic cleaning cycles and bulk quantity supplies help keep the machine in working order while reducing costs. Jura item 15145.

Machine Release Date: February 2017

Revolutionary Extraction for Pure Espresso

Features the world's first Pulse Extraction Process (P.E.P®) which prepares coffee to the same standard as the best coffee bars. Water flow and temperature are optimized, which ensures even short specialty coffees like ristretto and espresso are delivered with a full, rich bouquet and delicious flavor. 8 coffee strength levels allow you to fine-tune each drink to personal preference. The result: the best Jura espresso and coffee of all time--at the touch of only one button!

Full-Color Display for Ease of Use

Always at the forefront of the luxury home espresso experience, Jura sets the new gold standard with the WE8 Professional and its full-color TFT-Active Matrix Display. Beyond the obviously easy-to-view beverage menu choices, the digital display ensures all communications and programming options are clearly understood. Interactive navigation with the rotary selection dial offers easy access to the fully automatic one-touch brewing system.

Fine Foam Technology for One Touch Latte Macchiato and Cappuccino

At the touch of a single button, the Jura WE8 will dispense froth milk, followed by freshly ground and brewed coffee in mere moments. The new Fine Foam Frother creates cafe quality froth using two separate internal chambers that break down the milk bubbles to create a foam that is both fine and compact, with a creamy consistency and a subtle sweetness. The height-adjusting head includes a pipe for the brewed coffee, so you never have to move the cup. Self-rinsing cycles and on-screen cleaning reminders maintain sanitary operation. Optional Professional Fine Foam Frother available to provide customizable milk froth and temperature levels.

Patented Variable Brewing Technology

Making perfect coffee is not a matter of chance. For this reason, the Jura WE8 is equipped with a variable brewing unit that gets the best out of every blend and roast of coffee. Coffee lovers and connoisseurs will therefore appreciate the Intelligent Pre Brew Aroma System (I.P.B.A.S. ©). Freshly ground coffee is pre-infused with the right amount of water just before brewing to create the maximum flavor extraction with perfect crema topping.

AromaG3 Grinder

The secret of exceptional coffee lies in the preparation. JURA has 100% perfected the espresso brewing process, allowing the WE8 to make specialty coffees to professional barista standard. The six-level Aroma G3 grinder ensures that the coffee is optimally ground. It always grinds the beans fresh, quickly yet gently to preserve the aroma.

Thermoblock Water Heating System

As with its predecessors, the power plant of the WE8 is a stainless steel-lined ThermoBlock boiler. Unlike a traditional boiler, thermoblocks offer rapid warm-up times paired with efficient water usage limited only to what you brew. This process ensures water does not become stale sitting in a boiler for an extended period of time. Stainless steel preserves the clean flavor of filtered water and also resists limescale buildup for longer life.

Intelligent Water Filtration

The WE8 features automatic filter detection thanks to modern RFID Technology. Using a filter has never been easier, more effective or more reliable. Clearyl Smart water filters supply the best water quality and protect against most limescale buildup. Automatic messages tell you when it is time to change the filter. The result: pure water for excellent tasting coffee and optimum equipment protection.

Energy Saving Technology

With the Energy Save Mode (E.S.M.), the WE8's energy-saving technology can be activated to engage shortly after the last drink is made. It will then reduce itself to a standby temperature while cutting electrical consumption by up to 40 percent. Warm-up time to operating temperature is significantly faster than starting up from cold. In addition, the Zero Energy Switch disconnects power entirely, so no residual electricity is consumed while the WE8 is off.

For Use with Superautomatika® Blend

Super Automatic Espresso Coffee Centers like the Jura C60 brew their best coffee when using a bean designed for use in such a special machine. The greatest flavor and tallest crema are achieved when brewing with J.L. Hufford's signature Superautomatika Blend, the only coffee crafted specifically for super-automatic machines. Superautomatika is an artisanal blend of low-oil, medium to dark-roast espresso beans. It's usually tough to find a dark, fresh bean that is not also oily, and oily beans are notorious for killing super-automatic espresso machines. This specialty blend has been designed to keep your automatic espresso machine running for longer without sacrificing taste. When you purchase a Jura Automatic Espresso Machine through J.L. Hufford, a half-pound sample of this exclusive blend is included for you to try at no extra cost.
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Jura Clearyl Pro Smart Water Filter

 SHOP NOW
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Jura Smart Connect
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Jura Cool Control Advanced Milk Cooler
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J.L. Hufford Superautomatika Blend Coffee

 SHOP NOW








        
        

      

    

  



    

    
      


  
    
      
        	Name:	Jura WE8 Professional P.E.P. Espresso and Coffee Center
	UPC:	794151411302
	Manufacturer:	Jura
	Model Number:	15145
	Dimensions:	W-17.5 x D-11.6 x H-16.5 inches
	Weight:	22.1 lbs.
	Wattage/Volt/Hz:	1450W/120V/60Hz
	Standby Power:	0 Watt
	Energy Save Mode:	No
	Display:	TFT Color Display
	Material:	ABS/Stainless Steel
	# of Programmable Drinks:	12
	Coffee Strength Levels:	8
	Number of Bean Hoppers:	1
	Capacity per Hopper:	17.6 oz
	Active Bean Monitoring:	Yes
	Maximum Daily Output:	30 Cups
	P.E.P:	Yes
	Thermoblock Heating System:	1
	Milk Frothing:	Yes
	Fine Foam Technology:	Yes
	Water Tank Capacity:	100.4 oz
	Hot Water Function:	3 Levels
	Filter Cartridge:	CLEARYL Smart / CLEARYL Pro Smart
	Number of Grinders:	1
	Grinder Type:	AromaG3 grinder
	Country:	Portugal


      

    

  



    

    
        
      

  
    
      
        
          WE8 Instructions for Use
 WE8 Instructions for Use  (PDF, 2.3 MB) 

  Manual de uso WE8  (PDF, 2.4 MB) 

  Mode d'emploi WE8  (PDF, 2.4 MB) 


Technical documentation WE8
 Technical documentation WE8  (PDF, 442 KB) 

  Technische Dokumentation WE8  (PDF, 441.9 KB) 

  Documentación técnica WE8  (PDF, 443.2 KB) 

  Documentazione tecnica WE8  (PDF, 441.5 KB) 

  Technische documentatie WE8  (PDF, 439.4 KB) 

  Documentação técnica WE8  (PDF, 442.1 KB) 

  Техническая документация WE8  (PDF, 452.7 KB) 

  Teknisk dokumentation WE8  (PDF, 444.9 KB)
Two-Year Jura Factory Warranty
Jura offers a three-tiered toll-free customer support service with evening week-day and even Saturday hours means that all of your pressing coffee questions get answered whenever you are in need. All new Jura Super Automatic units come standard with an exclusive 2 Year Manufacturer's Warranty with shipping included to and from the factory service center when installing within the contiguous 48 states. No other company currently matches this level of service.
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Full-Color Display for Ease of Use

Always at the forefront of the luxury home espresso experience, Jura sets the new gold standard with the WE8 Professional and its full-color TFT-Active Matrix Display. Beyond the obviously easy-to-view beverage menu choices, the digital display ensures all communications and programming options are clearly understood. Interactive navigation with the rotary selection dial offers easy access to the fully automatic one-touch brewing system.

Fine Foam Technology for One Touch Latte Macchiato and Cappuccino

At the touch of a single button, the Jura WE8 will dispense froth milk, followed by freshly ground and brewed coffee in mere moments. The new Fine Foam Frother creates cafe quality froth using two separate internal chambers that break down the milk bubbles to create a foam that is both fine and compact, with a creamy consistency and a subtle sweetness. The height-adjusting head includes a pipe for the brewed coffee, so you never have to move the cup. Self-rinsing cycles and on-screen cleaning reminders maintain sanitary operation. Optional Professional Fine Foam Frother available to provide customizable milk froth and temperature levels.

Patented Variable Brewing Technology

Making perfect coffee is not a matter of chance. For this reason, the Jura WE8 is equipped with a variable brewing unit that gets the best out of every blend and roast of coffee. Coffee lovers and connoisseurs will therefore appreciate the Intelligent Pre Brew Aroma System (I.P.B.A.S. ©). Freshly ground coffee is pre-infused with the right amount of water just before brewing to create the maximum flavor extraction with perfect crema topping.

AromaG3 Grinder

The secret of exceptional coffee lies in the preparation. JURA has 100% perfected the espresso brewing process, allowing the WE8 to make specialty coffees to professional barista standard. The six-level Aroma G3 grinder ensures that the coffee is optimally ground. It always grinds the beans fresh, quickly yet gently to preserve the aroma.

Thermoblock Water Heating System

As with its predecessors, the power plant of the WE8 is a stainless steel-lined ThermoBlock boiler. Unlike a traditional boiler, thermoblocks offer rapid warm-up times paired with efficient water usage limited only to what you brew. This process ensures water does not become stale sitting in a boiler for an extended period of time. Stainless steel preserves the clean flavor of filtered water and also resists limescale buildup for longer life.

Intelligent Water Filtration

The WE8 features automatic filter detection thanks to modern RFID Technology. Using a filter has never been easier, more effective or more reliable. Clearyl Smart water filters supply the best water quality and protect against most limescale buildup. Automatic messages tell you when it is time to change the filter. The result: pure water for excellent tasting coffee and optimum equipment protection.

Energy Saving Technology

With the Energy Save Mode (E.S.M.), the WE8's energy-saving technology can be activated to engage shortly after the last drink is made. It will then reduce itself to a standby temperature while cutting electrical consumption by up to 40 percent. Warm-up time to operating temperature is significantly faster than starting up from cold. In addition, the Zero Energy Switch disconnects power entirely, so no residual electricity is consumed while the WE8 is off.

For Use with Superautomatika® Blend

Super Automatic Espresso Coffee Centers like the Jura C60 brew their best coffee when using a bean designed for use in such a special machine. The greatest flavor and tallest crema are achieved when brewing with J.L. Hufford's signature Superautomatika Blend, the only coffee crafted specifically for super-automatic machines. Superautomatika is an artisanal blend of low-oil, medium to dark-roast espresso beans. It's usually tough to find a dark, fresh bean that is not also oily, and oily beans are notorious for killing super-automatic espresso machines. This specialty blend has been designed to keep your automatic espresso machine running for longer without sacrificing taste. When you purchase a Jura Automatic Espresso Machine through J.L. Hufford, a half-pound sample of this exclusive blend is included for you to try at no extra cost.
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Jura Clearyl Pro Smart Water Filter
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Jura Smart Connect
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Jura Cool Control Advanced Milk Cooler
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J.L. Hufford Superautomatika Blend Coffee
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        	Name:	Jura WE8 Professional P.E.P. Espresso and Coffee Center
	UPC:	794151411302
	Manufacturer:	Jura
	Model Number:	15145
	Dimensions:	W-17.5 x D-11.6 x H-16.5 inches
	Weight:	22.1 lbs.
	Wattage/Volt/Hz:	1450W/120V/60Hz
	Standby Power:	0 Watt
	Energy Save Mode:	No
	Display:	TFT Color Display
	Material:	ABS/Stainless Steel
	# of Programmable Drinks:	12
	Coffee Strength Levels:	8
	Number of Bean Hoppers:	1
	Capacity per Hopper:	17.6 oz
	Active Bean Monitoring:	Yes
	Maximum Daily Output:	30 Cups
	P.E.P:	Yes
	Thermoblock Heating System:	1
	Milk Frothing:	Yes
	Fine Foam Technology:	Yes
	Water Tank Capacity:	100.4 oz
	Hot Water Function:	3 Levels
	Filter Cartridge:	CLEARYL Smart / CLEARYL Pro Smart
	Number of Grinders:	1
	Grinder Type:	AromaG3 grinder
	Country:	Portugal


    



            

            

        

        
            
                
                    
    
        
            Use, Care & Warranty
        
        
    


                

                
                    


    
        
            WE8 Instructions for Use
 WE8 Instructions for Use  (PDF, 2.3 MB) 

  Manual de uso WE8  (PDF, 2.4 MB) 

  Mode d'emploi WE8  (PDF, 2.4 MB) 


Technical documentation WE8
 Technical documentation WE8  (PDF, 442 KB) 

  Technische Dokumentation WE8  (PDF, 441.9 KB) 

  Documentación técnica WE8  (PDF, 443.2 KB) 

  Documentazione tecnica WE8  (PDF, 441.5 KB) 

  Technische documentatie WE8  (PDF, 439.4 KB) 

  Documentação técnica WE8  (PDF, 442.1 KB) 

  Техническая документация WE8  (PDF, 452.7 KB) 

  Teknisk dokumentation WE8  (PDF, 444.9 KB)
Two-Year Jura Factory Warranty
Jura offers a three-tiered toll-free customer support service with evening week-day and even Saturday hours means that all of your pressing coffee questions get answered whenever you are in need. All new Jura Super Automatic units come standard with an exclusive 2 Year Manufacturer's Warranty with shipping included to and from the factory service center when installing within the contiguous 48 states. No other company currently matches this level of service.
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Thank you for submitting a review!
Your input is very much appreciated. Share it with your friends so they can enjoy it too!FacebookTwitterGoogle
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Shopify = window.Shopify || {};
Shopify.shop = Shopify.shop || 'j-l-hufford.myshopify.com';
!function(t){var e=function(e){var n,a;(n=t.createElement("script")).type="text/javascript",n.async=!0,n.src=e,(a=t.getElementsByTagName("script")[0]).parentNode.insertBefore(n,a)};e("https://d5zu2f4xvqanl.cloudfront.net/4/fe/loader_2.js?shop=j-l-hufford.myshopify.com"),setTimeout(function(){window.tdfInited||(window.altcdn=1,e("/apps/sap/fe/loader_2.js?shop=j-l-hufford.myshopify.com"))},1520)}(document);
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    Sign up to receive special deals & new arrivals info.



	To sign up for SMS messaging, text JOIN to (207) 548-5634
    

    By signing up via text, you agree to receive marketing messages at the number provided.
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